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Note worthies

- TRO NO. 1: Recovered from ICRA 2006 and ISI Thomson problems/errors.
- Thanks to Alessandro!
- Seth Hutchinson EIC-elect for TRO.
- Ed Colgate EIC for ToH.
Transactions on Haptics…Memorandum of Agreement

- Governing document for the joint publication.

- Partnership:
  - RAS 45% Administrative partner
  - C 45%
  - CE 10%

- Management Committee:
  - RAS: 2+2(TC Haptics), C: 2+2(TF Haptics), CE: 1.
  - Selects EIC subject to guidelines, EIC ex officio member.
  - Oversees quality and financial performance.
  - Formulates annual budget; submit for RAS, C and CE formal approval.
PAB Motion #2

- The RAS adcom approve the Memorandum of Agreement for the Transactions on Haptics as provided in the written draft.
- The RAS President and VP for Publications be authorized to make minor changes in the agreement as may occur in final discussions with C and CE society representatives.